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When Love is for
the sake of Allah
(SWT), it never
dies.
NEWS & VIEWS

News Muhammad among
top 10 baby names in UK
This indicates a huge rise in popularity since 2007, when it ranked
only 38 on the list.
Muhammad has become
one of the most used
named for new born
babies in the UK, a new
report shows. The newest
report by the UK Office for
National Statistics (ONS)
showed that Muhammad
had become the 10th most
popular word for baby
boys in capital London
and a number of other
major cities last year.
This indicates a huge rise
in popularity since 2007,
when it ranked only 38
on the list. The name was
given to around 3,700
babies last year compared
to just a little over
1,800 a decade before.
It must be noted that,
when combined with its
other spellings, such as
Mohammad, Muhammed
and Mohammed, the
name of Islam’s prophet
becomes the single most
used name for new born
boys in the UK. The ONS

documented this in 2015,
when Muhammad was
the 12th most popular
name given to baby boys
while Mohammed and
Mohammad were in the
top 100 as well – standing
at 29 and 68 Muhammad
among top 10 baby
names in UK respectively.
Muhammed stood just
outside the top 100, at
121. The reason the ONS
data does not combine the
different forms is because
names with similar spelling
variations such as Sophia,
Sophie and Sofia will jump
to the top of the lists and
distort the real usage.
According to previous ONS
reports, the increasing size

of the Muslim community
in England and Wales as
well as the dominance of
the name among Muslim
communities are among
the main reasons for
Muhammad’s growing
popularity. An increasing
diversity in names for baby
boys also allowed the top
Islamic name to climb
the charts at unrivaled
pace. Interestingly, the
ONS believes that the rise
of popular sports figures
such as late boxing legend
Muhammad Ali and the
British distance runner
Mohammad (Mo) Farah and
Mo Salah also contributed
to the trend.

Pakistan to unite Muslim
world

The premier also said Pakistan was trying to broker peace deal to
end the war in Yemen as the country wanted to work for unity of
Muslim world.

Prime Minister Imran Khan
has said that assistance
from Saudi Arabia will help
ease the financial pressure
on Pakistan and also bring
government in a position
not to burden people with
more tough economic
measures.
Addressing the nation,
he shared the good news
with his people saying,
“We have got an amazing
package from Saudi
Arabia... which has taken
off the burden.”
The premier also said
Pakistan was trying to
broker peace deal to end
the war in Yemen as the
country wanted to work
for unity of Muslim world.
“One more thing I want
to share with you is that
we are acting as mediator
in the ongoing crisis in
Yemen. We are playing
a positive role... so as to
unite the Muslim world.”
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Baitussalam Welfare Trust:
‘Aik Family Mahana Ration
Package’ program launched
individuals, but the BFB
also distributed precooked food to over 2500
individuals.

BWT has kicked off a
large scale food ration
packages distribution
program all over Pakistan.
This project has started

from Thar. In Thar not
only food ration packages,
containing a whole month
of basic groceries, were
distributed to over 1000

through negotiation and
mediation. He said that he
would share progress on
this front with nation from
time to time.
In his brief address to the
nation which followed his
successful visit to Saudi
Arabia, Prime Minister
Imran Khan said Pakistan
has successfully obtained
a financial package from
Saudi Arabia to reduce the
immediate burden of loan
instalments accumulated
by previous governments.

are out of the pressure,”
he said. He added, “If we
had gone to IMF directly,
we’d have to borrow
more money and that
would have meant tougher
conditions which would
further burden salaried
class and poor segments of
society. But now we are in
a better position.”
The prime minister
asked the people not
to worry as they would
steer the country out of
the economic crisis as he
hinted at securing similar
economic assistance
from two more friendly
countries for which
negotiations were in
progress. He said, “I will
get back to you with more
good news soon.”

Jamia Baitussalam,
Talagang: Olympiad ‘2018
Underway!

event of the year in the
district of Chackwal in the
shape of Olympiad’2018!!
1500 students from 48

It’s an ongoing program
and will cover all 4
provinces of Pakistan.
Each monthly food ration
package costs Rs.2,370/and includes cooking oil,
rice, chili powder, chana
white, dal chana, dal
masoor, dal moong, sugar,
salt and flour.

Baitussalam Welfare Trust:
Community Center being
developed in Killis, Turkey
for the Syrian refugee women
and children
In collaboration with the
Mayor of Killis, Mr. Hasan
Karra, BWT is opening
up a community center
for the welfare of the
Syrian refugees’ women
and children. This center
will serves as vocational
training institute for
them along with being a
rehabilitation center too.
The idea is to teach them
skills and make them
emotionally strong to get
back into a normal life
routine and also earn a
livelihood for themselves.

some who have lost their
sense of hearing, some
have lost partial sight or
are suffering from some
sort of limbs impairment.
This center will provide
therapeutic services
to overcome these
Amongst the refugees are impairments along with
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“My country fellows, today
I am here with good news
for all of you. We were
facing really hard times.
We were highly pressurised
He said they wanted to help into paying heavy debts.
resolve the issues between But thanks to Saudi Arab’s
the Muslim countries extension of assistance, we

Jamia Baitussalam,
Talagang is currently
hosting the biggest
sporting and academic

Be grateful that Allah (SWT)
blessed you with things you did
not even ask for.

The most read book
throughout the world,
the Holy Quran carries
the message of mercy,
forgiveness and peace
for all mankind. The
message in Quran shows
us the way to spend our
lives in accordance to
the guidelines provided
by Allah (SWT) and to
follow the teachings of
the Prophet Muhammad
(SAW). Reciting Quran
reveals many treasures
of wisdom hidden in the
Holy Book which draw
us closer to believe in
oneness of Allah (SWT)
and the message of
Islam.

Allah (SWT) has
safeguarded the verses
of Quran from pollution
by making it easy to be
read and memorized.
Today, it is the only book
which is memorized,
word by word, by
millions of Muslims.
Allah (SWT) explains
this quality of Quran in
following verses,
“And We have certainly
made the Qur’an easy
for remembrance, so
is there any who will
remember?”
There are countless
facts about the Quran
and its revelation some
of which are Page 2

schools of the district
are participating in 9
sporting and 11 academic
competitions. Spirits are
high and competition at
its eak as students strive
to bring glory to their
schools. Results will be
shared in the next issue of
the bulletin Insha’Allah.
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imparting important life
skills.
Sports and recreational
facilities will also be
provided. The MOU for
the project has been
signed and work is now in
progress.
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Facts, Events & Beliefs
shared over here:

Few disclaimers before I
give this speech; I did not
study twenty four seven , I
did not go for tuitions, my
mother isn’t strict, in fact
she told me B and C as
grades are good as well. I
am also a person of many
interests which means
when exams season comes
near, I have to bake and I
have to paint only after
which I can push myself to
study. How did I get these
grades then?
First and foremost, Surah
Al-Baqarah, Verse 31:
“And He (Allah SWT)
taught Adam the names of
all things…”
In the light of this verse I
am grateful to Allah (SWT)
for all He has blessed me
with. To be able to walk,
talk, read, listen and learn,
without His blessings, I
would be nothing. And so
I asked Him one more. I
asked Him, pleaded to
Him, and sought ways to

please Him more so He
may give me a chance to
make my parents proud.
Allahmdullilah, He has
enabled me to stand here
today and deliver this
speech that I have been
preparing since grade X,
imagining myself in this
very moment. But prayer
alone isn’t enough; there
is some effort that I had to
make as well.

exhausted by it. If after
all that exhaustion, we
give them grades that are
far below our potential,
will their strengths not
be shattered? I knew the
struggle of my parents,
and I was aware of their
efforts and so I took it
upon myself to do the
best I could. This intention
alone motivated me to
study. No I did not study
Here is where I tell you, excessively, I studied
I did make an effort for effectively. In school, and
without effort there is just a few hours at home.
no success but without Studying effectively
respect, there is no requires respect of
education. And that is teachers which comes
mostly all that I did.
with the realization that
Respecting your parents learning cannot be paid
means acknowledging with monetary value
their efforts and cherishing but only with respect.
them deep in your heart. You must listen to them
Your parents are earning attentively I class , do all
for you, providing for you, assignments on time, and
nurturing you. Day and never make the mistake
night they sacrifice their of mocking them. You
own desires to fulfil yours must learn to trust them,
and though they may not politely correct them if
show it, they do get very they are mistaken and

The Intellect School:
O’Levels Award ceremony
2018
Recently an award
ceremony was held at
The Intellect school to
appreciate and reward the
hard work put in by the
O’ Levels batch of 2018 .
The award ceremony was
attended by the senior
section students, teachers,
the admin of the school,
parents of the students
who had graduated this
year along with members
of the Board of Governors
of The Intellect School
along with a few guests.
Of course the recently
graduated class was in
attendance too!

Islamic studies and
Pakistan Studies papers
and more than 50% got an
A or an A*.

From the 19 students, 15
achieved an A or an A8 in
Mathematics, 10 achieved
an A or an A* in English with
the rest all Bs, 4 students
appeared for the Accounts
paper and had an A or an
A*, out of 11 who appeared
for Biology, 8 got an A or
an A*. Other subjects also
mostly had As or A*s with
barely and Cs or Ds. This is
indeed an excellent result
from a school merely 11
years old. The results
The ceremony was held at statistics were shared
the newly renovated state by Mr. Tahir Javed, the
of the art auditorium of Director Academics.
the school.
Student of the year from
The ceremony started with
a beautiful recitation of
the Quran by a student of
the school Abdullah Amin.
Than Mr. Imran Qureshi, a
board member presented
his thoughts on the results.
He said he was very
proud of the achievement
considering it was just
the 2nd O’Levels batch
of the school, the results
were quite remarkable.
19 students appeared
for their O’Level exams
this year and 48 students
appeared for their Urdu,

the girls’ section was
awarded to Manahil Asif
and Muhammad Salman
Asif from the boy’s section.
Other top Achievers were
Abdullah Yaqoob and
Aimen Abuzar. All four
of these students spoke
about their experience and
memories of The Intellect
School. Muhammad
Salman Asif said that
students themselves
should also work on making
themselves a better
person, whereas Aimen
Abuzar said hard work

and determination pays
off. Abdullah Yaqoob said
his journey of a thousand
miles began from Intellect
and will always help him in
his future. Manahil Asif’s
speech can be read in this
issue of the TIB!
The Chairman of the Board
also addressed the guests
and said he wanted 100%
results in Islamiyat. He
thanked and appreciated
the efforts of the Principal
of the School, Mrs. Iqbal
and the faculty members
too.
Teachers were also
awarded for their hard
work and dedication at the
ceremony.
The ceremony ended
with a small but powerful
bayaan delivered by
Hazrat Maulana Abdus
Sattar Sahb (DBA). He said
appreciation of the efforts
of the children was the
need of time. Not mocking
or degrading them. He
also said that one should
always remember the real
purpose of life is to please
our Creator, Allah (SWT).
He also announced that
a school is being made
in Turkey for the Syrian
refugee children and will
be named The Intellect.

do all you can to not
disappoint them. for me,
this respect bought me
my grades. there were
questions in my CAIE
papers that the books
did not have answers to.
But because my teachers
had mentioned them and
I had listened to them, I
was able to successfully
attempt those questions
while so many others
could not.
Of course, there is
conflict. Sometimes, you
are unable to understand
your teacher; sometimes
your teacher is unable
to convey the concept
clearly. This is where you
take one extra step. I
borrowed books from the
library, I searched across
the internet, and I made
my own notes and shared
with others as well. I
did not run to coaching
centers and I did not
disrespect my teachers or
accept defeat. this is here

I took my stand and played
my part of studying. after
all, teachers are there to
guide you and open doors
for you, to walk through
those doors can only be
done by you.
A lot of people asked
me after I got my results
why I chose to stay here
at The Intellect for my
A levels. My answers
was always why not The
Intellect? My grades and
the outstanding grades of
my classmates are proof
that this institute is no
less than others. here we
are striving not just for
the success of this world,
but also the success of the
Hereafter.

6.Quran was revealed in present order by the
1.The literal meaning of parts, verse by verse, to Prophet Muhammad
(SAW) himself though
Quran is “that which is the Holy Prophet.
7 . T h e p e r i o d o f there was no compiled
being read”.
revelation of Quran can copy of Quran during
2.Quran has some
be divided in to 2 main Pr o p h e t ’s l i f e a n d
other names too, which
parts which are Prophet Sahaba memorized the
are: Al-Huda (The
Muhammad (PBUH)’s verses of Quran by heart
Guidance), Al-Dhikr(The
life in Makkah which or scribed the verses on
Reminder), Al-Furqan
is 13 years and after stones, animal skin or
(The Criterion-for
His (PBUH) migration palm tree.
judging right from to Madinah which is 10
11.Prophet Muhammad
wrong), Al-Shifa(The years.
(SAW) used to revise
Healing), Al-Mau`iza
the verses of Quran
(The Admonition), Al- 8.There are 114 Surahs
with Hazratl Jibrael
Rahmah (The Mercy), in the Holy Quran. Each
(AS) every year. In the
Al-Nur (The Light), Al- Surah follows a theme
year before his death,
Haqq (The Truth), and and gives a specific
Prophet Muhammad
Al-Burhaan (The Clear message about the
fundamentals of faith (SAW) revised Quran
Argument).
and practicing of belief. with Hazrat Jibrael (AS
3.Prophet Muhammad
) twice.
9.The number of Surahs
(SAW) was 40 years old
revealed in Makkah is 12.After the death of
when the first verse of
86, while 28 Surahs were Prophet Muhammad
Quran was revealed to
(SAW), Hazrat Abu Bakr
revealed in Madinah.
Him.
(RDA) sensed the need
10.To facilitate the
4.The revelation started
recital of Quran, it of a written Quran and
in the Holy month of
has been divided in to so he appointed Sahaba
Ramadan.
30 equal parts called to compile the scribes of
5.The revelation of the Juz or Siparah. verses of Quran for the
Quran took place over The Surahs of Quran generations to come.
the period of 23 years. were arranged in the (To be continued….)

So remember, study
e f f e c t i v e l y,
not
excessively, if you pay
your due respects, there
won’t be much effort left
for you to make and these
grades will be yours to
accomplish.

Baitussalam Youth
Club for Girls:
Workshops held
on Understanding
Puberty and
Emotional Health
Baitussalam Youth Club
for both boys and girls has
become a very popular
forum with the youth of
Karachi to learn deen
in an interactive way.
Workshops conducted
receive participants
from diversified schools
and they always end on
positive feedbacks.
Recently a workshop was
held for teenage girls on
the topic ‘Understanding
Puberty’. It was such a
success that it had to
be repeated. A mother
came all the way from
Hyderabad with her
daughter to attend the
session!

session and provided a
learning platform for our
daughters”
Another successful
workshop was conducted
on Emotional Health.
Workshop was attended
mostly by girls and some
mothers also. The girls
were guided on how to
handle stress and unhappy
situations that may come
their way. They all took
interest in the topic and
some question were also
asked and answered in the
end.

Below is a writ-up from
a student of Karachi
Grammar School on the
Baitussalam Youth Club for
Below is a wonderful Girls:
feedback by one of the No one is perfect in
mothers at Baitusalam this world. Sometimes
Youth Club about the all we need is a little
Puberty Session.
guidance and reminiscent
Mrs Ghouri is a Working
Mother and is teaching at a
renowned school for more
than 10 years.

for the right path. The
Baitussalam Youth Club
provides many girls with
the amazing opportunity
to learn new things and
share our knowledge. It
has not only changed my
life, but the way I view
the world. Remember
that guidance is the key to
being a good Muslim and
ignorance is not excused.
I now have the guidance
and confidence that what I
am doing is right. And I also
recently started wearing a
hijab and my baji’s words
will always stay with me.
I now feel loved by Allah
(SWT).

“My daughter told me that
it was a very informative
session..she was very
excited about this session
and is already waiting for
the next one impatiently..
she shared some points
with me and got to know
about the basic masaail in
a better and clear way...
also,everyone there was so
friendly that she was not
at all hesitant about it as
some girls are about this
topic. Jazakallah khair to
everyone who arranged
such an informative All praise is for Allah
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